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NEW QUESTION: 1
Gabe is designing an XPage with two combo box components. He
wants the second combo box's (comboBox2) choices to update
based on the user's selection on the first combo box
(comboBox1) using partial refresh.
Which steps does Gabe need to perform to accomplish this task?
A. Select comboBox2, go to the Events tab, select the onchange
event, select partial refresh specifying comboBox2 as the ID.
B. Select comboBox2, go to the Events tab, select the onchange
event, select partial refresh specifying comboBox1 as the ID.
C. Select comboBox1, go to the Events tab, select the onchange
event, select partial refresh specifying comboBox1 as the ID.
D. Select comboBox1, go to the Events tab, select the onchange
event, select partial refresh specifying comboBox2 as the ID.
Answer: D

NEW QUESTION: 2
The HIM Department at General Hospital has been experiencing an
average 30- minute delay in the retrieval of records requested
by the Emergency Department. Which one of the following
corrective actions would be most effective in reducing the
delay in retrieval of requested records?
A. offer a prize to the employee who locates the requested
records first
B. review and possibly re-engineer the retrieval process to
decrease retrieval time
C. increase file area staff to include on additional file clerk
devoted to pulling records for the emergency room
D. allow the requesters to retrieve the record themselves
Answer: B

NEW QUESTION: 3
Which statement about Cisco Express Forwarding is true?
A. It makes forwarding decisions by a process that is scheduled
through the IOS scheduler.
B. it maintains two tables in the data plane the FIB and
adjacency table.
C. The CPU of a router becomes directly involved with
packet-switching decisions.
D. It uses a fast cache that is maintained in a router data
plane.
Answer: B
Explanation:
Cisco Express Forwarding (CEF) provides the ability to switch
packets through a device in a very
quick and efficient way while also keeping the load on the
router's processor low. CEF is made up
of two different main components: the Forwarding Information
Base (FIB) and
the Adjacency Table. These are automatically updated at the
same time as the routing table.
The Forwarding Information Base (FIB) contains destination
reachability information as well as
next hop information. This information is then used by the
router to make forwarding decisions.
The FIB allows for very efficient and easy lookups. Below is an
example of the FIB table:
The adjacency table is tasked with maintaining the layer 2
next-hop information for the FIB. An
example of the adjacency table is shown below:
It uses a fast cache that is maintained in a router data plane'
fast cache is only
used when fast switching is enabled while CEF is disabled.
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